
Get End-to-End Pipeline Automation for Faster, High-Quality Deliveries

Focus on Real Work With No-Code DevOps Automation

DevOps Automation Apps

Software development teams need continuous improvements in their quality, speed, and 
productivity to meet evolving business requirements with high agility. While DevOps provides the 
right direction, teams often make little headway in tool integration and data-driven visibility. Partial 
automation and the inability to standardize and implement performance metrics also prevent them 
from making the most of their DevOps implementation. Teams also lack the foresight to plan for 
contingencies and have to rely on manual analytics to allocate resources and budgets. In such an 
environment, tackling spillovers, managing technical debt, and maintaining consistent velocity and 
reliability becomes challenging.

Klera helps your DevOps team achieve better integration and data-driven visibility with 
out-of-the-box, bi-directional smart connectors. You can monitor DORA, Flow Metrics, get better 
control over your CI/CD pipelines, ensure end-to-end traceability, and more. 

DevOps
Automation

DORA, 
Flow Metrics

Stay on top of your software 
development health and 

performance with 
automated monitoring of 

critical metrics such as 
DORA and Flow Metrics. The 

app provides ready 
templates to capture and 

visualize these metrics and 
drill down to details for 

further troubleshooting.

Ensure end-to-end monitoring 
across CI/CD pipelines with 

ready integrations for a wide 
range of tools covering version 

control, source code 
management, build 

automation, test management, 
deployment, and more. The 
app also provides proactive 

alerts to help you resolve 
bottlenecks faster.

CI/CD Pipeline 
Monitoring

Automate DevOps traceability 
to trace a defect in production 
to the corresponding lines of 

code, identify the author or get 
ML-based assignee 

recommendations for a quick 
resolution. The also app helps 

you improve change impact 
analysis, ensure better 

compliance, and resolve 
vulnerabilities faster.

Traceability

DEV OPS

https://klera.io/solutions/devops/


Get Started in Minutes
Klera offers out-of-the-box apps for DevOps automation and also provides a powerful no-code 
app builder framework, which helps you modify these apps or develop new ones from scratch, 
within minutes. 

Schedule a Demo

Data Integration
Use out-of-the-box, bi-directional smart connectors to automatically collect data 
and metrics from disparate tools across your CI/CD pipelines.

Actionable Intelligence
Leverage built-in computation engine or apply custom formulas with Python and 
Machine Learning to correlate data and derive actionable insights.

 

Unified Monitoring 
Enhance pipeline visibility with pre-built monitoring templates and dashboards 
providing coordinated views to analyze complex, correlated information.

Alerts and Actions
Set up event and threshold-based alerts and trigger automated actions and 
schedules on meeting predefined conditions.

Compliance Reporting
Generate and send compliance or routine internal audit reports via email to all 
stakeholders automatically.

Explore all Possibilities 
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www.klera.ioKleraTM is a software products and services company focused on creating solutions that deliver 
intelligence from data, unlike ever before. We enable transparent, collaborative, and connected 
enterprises, without data silos. Our rapid, no code, intelligent application development 
platform simplifies how you gather, analyze, and synchronize data.
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